K12 Solutions: At a Glance

REALIZE THE PROMISE OF TECHNOLOGY FOR LEARNING
Ensure real-time breach prevention and secure access to resources from anywhere.

K12 CHALLENGES
• Classwork now must be securely conducted remotely, at home or over WiFi
• Threats like ransomware increasingly target schools
• Schools audit compliance on PII, web safety (e.g., CIPA), and more
• Tight budgets must apply discounts (e.g., E-Rate) and stretch resources Cloud SaaS apps like G Suite must be secure

SONICWALL K12 SOLUTIONS
• Enable safe remote or at-home classwork with SonicWall Secure Mobile Access and Capture Client and SonicWave access points.
• Stop advanced threats like ransomware using Advanced Gateway Security Suite featuring Capture Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) with Real Time Deep Memory Inspection (RTDMI), or Capture Security appliance (CSa) for on premise threat detection.
• Enforce granular web use policies on network or roaming devices with Content Filtering Service.
• Cloud App Security provides security and compliance for SaaS applications like G Suite.
• Manage all firewalls centrally with Network Security Manager (NSM)

USE CASE SCENARIO
IT might deploy a SonicWall NSsp firewall at the district, plus NSa or TZ firewalls at schools, all managed with NSM, connected via site-to-site VPN, and via SMA for remote or at-home users. Content Filtering Service blocks student access to harmful sites on campus or at home, while Capture Client extends security to remote or at-home faculty devices. Use a TZ or NSa firewall and SonicWall Switch to connect to wireless access points, IP phones, cameras and more. Else, SonicWave access points can be untethered from the firewall, connected to the SonicWall Switch and managed via cloud with Wireless Network Manager. Cloud App Security protects SaaS productivity platforms. Capture Security Center adds single-pane-of-glass governance of your entire security platform.

SONICWALL BENEFITS FOR K12
• Enables secure at-home and remote classwork over any endpoint device
• Low TCO, with 100% E-Rate eligibility in the U.S. on certain products and services
• Helps compliance with CIPA and other regulations
• High security efficacy, reliability, manageability and performance
• Security-as-a-Service & Professional Services

Learn more at www.sonicwall.com/k12.